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When RFID Is Everywhere, How Will You Cope
Companies to make sure they have the hardware and software in place to
manage the enormous amount of data that will be generated by millions of
tags
By J. Nicholas Hoover
InformationWeek
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» Cisco, SAP Invest In RFID
Startup

Oct 16, 2006 12:00 AM (From the October 16, 2006 issue)

Every emerging technology has its choke point and problem area, and RFID is no
exception. Most rollouts of radio frequency identification have been limited in size, and
many RFID readers plug directly into dedicated applications so there's minimal
interference and data overload. But when tags start getting thrown around like candy at
a parade, companies will need hardware and software in place to manage, direct, and
troubleshoot data across multiple sites and millions of tags.
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Enter companies like Reva Systems and its Tag Acquisition Processor, which filters
RFID data from networked RFID readers, manages those readers, and sends the data
to back-end systems such as SAP and SQL Server, all from one appliance. Reva earlier this month said it had
received $13.5 million in venture capital from Cisco Systems and the investment arm of SAP, among others.
The investments could give Reva's network appliance-based management strategy an advantage over often
less-functional middleware approaches. "Cisco and SAP are really ratifying our approach," Reva CEO Tom
Schuster says.
RFID today is similar to wireless networks of five years ago, when companies would install a bunch of access
points and then manage them all separately, IDC analyst Jean Kaplan says. RFID readers often are managed
the same way.
Vendors Fall Short
"People are frustrated," says Ike Nassi, SAP America's senior VP for research. "They're ready to move, but
the RFID industry isn't ready to meet these demands." ABI Research recently scaled back the projected
revenue in worldwide RFID software and services for next year from $3.6 billion to $3.1 billion.
Most RFID middleware is either like Progress Software's Apama line, which pools and monitors data coming
from tags, or BMC's WebLogic RFID Edge Server, which sends the data to back-end applications. Reva's Tag
Acquisition Processor does both. Despite this, Reva has only a short list of publicly announced customers,
including AT&T and Hewlett-Packard.
One of Reva's few true competitors is Omnitrol Networks.
Each Omnitrol device pulls data from RFID readers,
monitors and manages the readers, provisions that data for
back-end systems, and sends it off to be processed. Like
Reva's box, it obviates the need for multiple types of
hardware and software in the middle of the process. It also
can gather information from bar code scanners and
sensors and act as a wireless access point, but it converts
traffic into fewer formats than Reva.
"Practitioners are looking for more choices for managing
RFID data. Some prefer a bundled data management and
hardware solution--à la Reva--while others look for RFID
support from their preferred middleware vendor--à la BEA,"
says Christine Overby, a Forrester Research analyst.
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Dutch bookstore chain Selexyz is one of those that hasn't
signed on to Reva's model. It started implementing item-level RFID tagging in one of its stores last year and
has plans to expand RFID deployments to eventually tag millions of books for theft deterrence and so that the
bookstore can tell shoppers exactly where a book is on the shelf. It's using Apama to filter out unrecognizable
or duplicate RFID data.
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Network Overload
Cisco's investment in Reva underlines the coming traffic burdens RFID will put on networks. Over time, there
will be billions of RFID tags, and they will need to be in constant communication with networks, says Alan
Cohen, senior director of mobility solutions at Cisco. "We're just at the beginning of the intersection of active
networking and RFID," he says. Cisco already got into RFID, last year releasing a Catalyst 6500 blade
containing AON software and RFID middleware from ConnecTerra, now owned by BEA, to filter and
load-balance RFID traffic.
Meanwhile, SAP has been involved in RFID for five years and is "heavily focused" on watching the market,
says SAP Ventures investment partner Jennifer Schultz. The more RFID tags out there, the better the
intelligence that can be fed to SAP's ERP systems. The company is working with EPCglobal and other
industry groups to develop standards, and it's also working with Palo Alto, Calif., to use RFID to track the city's
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fire engines. In addition, SAP has supplied funding to T3Ci, which performs analysis of RFID data.

Over the near term, it looks as though RFID management challenges are here to stay. Long term, however,
increasing use of active RFID tags may change that. There are fewer layers of management involved with
active tags. They send data to wireless access points instead of having to be periodically scanned for
information, so reader management isn't necessary. But at more than a dollar a tag, they're still too expensive
for widespread deployment.
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center is an early adopter of active tags, using them to keep track of medical
equipment. "Tracking devices across multiple sites is very easy because we know which wireless access
points they're associating with," Beth Israel CIO John Halamka says. "Using wireless access points, which we
manage centrally, makes scaling quite straightforward."
Whatever the future holds, RFID still has a long way to go before the system architecture is completely sorted
out. "There's new [technology] being designed all the time," SAP's Nassi says. "We're just at the tip of the
iceberg in this stuff."
Illustration by Carl Wiens
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